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Programme Context 
 
Civil society in Bangladesh is strong and has long been 
working to create peaceful and secure environments in 
which vital services like health, education, livelihoods 
and disaster recovery can be provided. However, 
divisive politics and unaccountable governance 
following the 2014 elections threatened recent gains, 
and unrest continued throughout much of 2015 as 
ongoing rivalry between the two major political parties 
and its supporters played out at District level through 
strikes and violent confrontation.  
 
At the same time, confrontational politics, corruption, 
nepotism and weak governance has contributed to the 
rise of violent extremism that, when religious, offers 
a narrative that directly challenges Bangladesh’s 
secularism. Murders and other violent incidents have, 
sadly, increased in recent years.  
 
It was in this climate that Saferworld’s Foreign and 
Commonwealth Office (FCO) funded Human Rights 
and Democracy Programme (HRDP) began in 
Satkhira in partnership with the Bangladesh Enterprise 
Institute (BEI). 
 
The HRDP attempted to improve peacebuilding efforts 
by involving more youth in activities around equality 
and human rights, democratic participation, access to 
justice, and livelihoods.  
 
This summary briefing provides an overview of the 
programme’s successes as well as outlining some of 
the challenges it faced, lessons learned, and offers a 
series of recommendations to build on the foundations 
this project has put down.   
 
 
Programme Overview 
 
The programme commenced during particularly 
challenging times. The 118 consecutive days of hartals 
from January 5th to May 3rd led into Ramadan  

 
in June and July, Eid-ul-Azha in September, the 
sudden killing of foreigners in September and October, 
and then local Municipality elections to significantly 
limit the amount of time left to carry out the planned 
activities. This makes the programme and its results all 
the more remarkable.  
 
Activities took place in two locations, one rural 
(Koloroa) and one urban (Satkhira Sadar) in order to 
acknowledge and address the tensions between them. 
In each, 20 youth of mixed sex and backgrounds were 
included in a newly formed Youth, Democracy and 
Justice Forum (YDJF). The Forum has a dual purpose: 

 
1. To act as a cross-regional platform for youth to 

share experiences, lessons learnt, forge networks 
and create links that cut across often isolated local 
communities. 

 
2. To act as an open, unrestricted space for the 

development and deployment of advocacy 
messages to government at the local and national 
level(s). 

 
Most participants were unemployed, some were 
particularly vulnerable, and a couple were considered 
radicalised at the outset. To help address this, youth 
attended workshops on: Participatory Reflective 
Research and Analysis and Democracy and 
Governance Capacity Building. The YJDF acted in 
partnership with local authorities, including the police, 
to collectively work together to reduce youth 
susceptibility to violence, and increase the 
community’s resilience to extremism. 
 
What improvements happened as a result? 
 
Political and religious violence has been and remains 
a threat. However, the Youth Democracy and Justice 
Forums were locally driven initiatives that have 
offered a refuge for some at risk youth, giving them a 
place to meet, learn and flourish safely, eschewing 
other more nefarious narratives.  
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The youth that attended the workshops said they felt 
inspired, and with more understanding and 
appreciation of human rights and the rule of law. 
Participants discussed the injustice and illegality of 
child marriages, for example, and planned strategies 
to address it. They also came together to protect free 
speech on social media – something that carries 
significant risk in the current climate – arranging legal 
aid for a man being victimised on Facebook.  
 
Such bravery also saw one female participant stand 
against corruption, refusing to pay a bribe to a police 
official. Indeed a sense of protest and justice has 
emerged from the Forums, whose participants are 
incentivised by their new learning and buoyed by their 
collective strength. 
 
The work was very popular. One opening ceremony 
drew a crowd of 250 people, and the other 60. Chief 
Guest Mr. Assaduzaman Babu, Upazilla Parishad 
Chairman of Satkhira Sadar, said, “The centre has 
provided a viable platform for the youth to build 
partnerships and carry out activities to promote 
democracy, human rights and justice for 
vulnerable communities.”  
 
Because they were attended by guest such as this, 
plus the District Commissioner and senior police, 
events broadened youth networks and gave them 
the confidence and capacity to engage with security 
and justice providers. Together, this increased their 
role in decision-making processes and enhanced 
their overall access to justice. 
 
Similarly, connecting senior officials with youth has 
created an environment of cooperation not there 
before. Programme leaders attested to seeing a 
positive discernible change in police behaviours, 
perhaps because of the involvement of senior officers 
in the programme, which culminated in officers 
making public pledges to support advocacy on 
democratic consolidation & justice reform.  
 
The HRDP project has allowed more participation of 
youth with allegiances from across the political 
spectrum (BNP, Awami & Islamist) to debate on the 
future of Bangladesh in a peaceful and 
constructive manner. Trust building exercises 
between divided & partisan groups has taken place 
despite understandable tensions. 
 
For a one year programme these are no small 
achievements. Certainly the media coverage attests 
to the impact of the work, with the Satkhira press club, 
the Kolaroa Public Institute, 4 colleges, 2 polytechnics 
& 1 NGO all reporting on the YDJF.  
 
According to reports and to the participants, the Youth, 
Democracy and Justice Forums have become part of 
the cultural landscape and “something to be proud 
of that is worth building upon.” 
 

 
What are the overall lessons learnt? And 
challenges faced? 
 
The YDJF provides space for the freedom of 
expression and facilitated debates between 
marginalised groups, youth, women, traditional leaders 
and government authorities necessary to build 
resilience and understanding within the community. 
 
Current members of YDJF are publically respected and 
well-placed to lead this debate, having developed their 
skills in democratic engagement, research and 
analysis, inclusivity and justice. 
 
Indeed this is a timely programme.  Building peace is 
not a technical exercise but a political one requiring 
difficult conversations between different sections of 
society. The programme made it clear that doing this 
depends on being proactive, trying to spark positive 
transitions with every act, keeping a focus on peace at 
all times. It also depends on being willing to adapt and 
learn as you go. 
 
Still, there have been challenges. It has proved difficult 
to engage with all marginalised groups in Satkhira and 
there is room for improvement. The scale of work 
would also benefit from being more ambitious in order 
to encourage broader changes across all seven 
Upazilas in Satkhira. Funding for the two YDJF venues 
will also need to be sought to ensure participants 
continue to have a place to use for their activities. 
 
Looking forward, whilst it was positive that police and 
government officials made pledges to improve 
democracy and justice, failure to uphold them will 
impact on future relationships now that expectations  
have been raised. Youth have a new appetite for 
involvement that, if satiated, will have positive 
repercussions for all. 
 
 
 
 

Recommendations for the future 
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The programme remains highly relevant. With limited 
employment and largely unresponsive governance, 
youth lack support and opportunities to fulfill their 
potential. This leaves them at risk of turning to illegal 
or socially damaging activities that could threaten 
Bangladesh’s precarious peace; including extremism.  
 
As the 2019 national elections near it is likely this risk 
will increase as societal divisions (be they religious, 
economic, ethnic or caste) are leveraged for political 
gain. Therefore the time for sustained peacebuilding 
work is now to ensure as many young people, 
especially those in ‘hotspot’ areas such as Satkhira, 
are supported and invested in so that they can 
positively contribute to their communities.  
 

Already, word about the YDJF is spreading, and 

people see it as “one way to transform the violent 

extremism and drug usage that is infecting Satkhira.” 

There is a great demand for this type of empowering, 

youth focused work and recommendations include: 

 Continue the programme and be more innovative to 
attract more youth and contribute more directly to 
peace challenges. For example, use the Forums to 
organise tangible employment related workshops 
on ICT, graphic design or English Language skills, 
and provide awards and certificates for those that 
attend. 
 

 Involve senior authorities including the police and 
Upazila Chairmen as early and as often as possible. 
Having the right partner, such as BEI, able to make 
these connections was helpful. 
 

 At the same time, including another complementary 
partner with a stronger local presence would 
increase the community momentum behind the 
project. 
 

 Ensure the youth involved are committed and from 
diverse backgrounds, but that at least a few can 
leverage media access to improve the scale and 
effectiveness of advocacy messaging. 
 

 Commit to multi-year programmes in order to 
encourage deeper behavioural and policy 
improvements. 

 
 Focus on human rights where possible. Knowing 

them emboldens people to challenge injustices – 
and unless things are challenged they remain the 
same. 

About Saferworld  

Saferworld is an independent international organisation 

working to prevent violent conflict and build safer lives. 

We work with people affected by conflict to improve their 

immediate safety and sense of security, and conduct 

wider research and analysis to address root causes of 

violence. We use this evidence and learning to improve 

local, national and international policies and practices 

that can help build lasting peace. Our priority is people – 

we believe that everyone should be able to lead peaceful, 

fulfilling lives, free from insecurity and violent conflict.  

We are a not-for-profit organisation with programmes in 

20 countries and territories across Africa, the Middle 

East, Asia and Europe. 

This document has been produced with the financial 

assistance of the FCO. Its contents are the sole 

responsibility to Saferworld and can under no 

circumstances be regarded as reflecting the position of 

the FCO. 
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